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Abstract--  Consider the following separable nonlinear delay dlfferentml equation 
m 
dy(t) __ E a,(t)g,(y(%(t))), t > to, 
dt - 
y(t) = ¢(t), t <_ to, 
where we assume that, there is a strictly monotone increasing function f(x) on ( -oc ,  +oe) such that 
g,(x) 
f(0) =0,  0< f - -~_< 1, x#0,  0<*  <m,  and 
if f(m) ~ x, then x---~hm f(x) or zhr~oc f(x) is finite 
In this paper, to the above separable nonlinear delay differential equation, we establish conditions of 
global asymptotic stability for the zero solution In particular, for a special wide class of f(x) which 
contains a case of f(x) = e x - 1, we give more explicit conditions. Applying these, we offer conditions 
of global asymptotic stability for solutions of nonautonomous logistic equations with delays (~) 2005 
Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the following separable nonlinear delay differential equation 
m 
dy(t)  _ _ E a~(t)g,(y(T,(t) ) ), t > to, -A 
z=0 
y(t)  = ¢(t) ,  t < to, 
(i.1) 
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where in this paper, for simplicity, we denote that y'(t) means the left-hand side Dini-derivative 
of y(t), if necessary, and we assume 
= 
a~(t) is continuous and bounded on [to, +oo), 
a~(t) >_ O, = a~(t) > O, a~(t) dt  = +~,  
~,=0 g=0 
r~(t) is piecewise continuous on It0, +c~) and, 
r~(t) _< t, t _ to, sup{t - r~(t)} _< q < +c~, 0 < ~ < m, 
t>_to 
inf0_<~<m r~(t), is a monotone increasing function on [to, +oc), 
(1.2) 
¢(t) is continuous and bounded on [to - q, to], 
g~(x) is continuous on ( -oc ,  +oc) and for x > O, 
< g , (0 )  = 0 < 0 < m,  
and there is a strictly monotone increasing function f (x)  on ( -¢c ,  +¢c) such that 
f (O)=O,  O< f---~x)<_1 , x~O,  O<,<mand,  
if f (x)  ~ x, then, lim f (x)  or lim f (x)  is finite. 
(1.3) 
Put 
Z - l ( t )  = sup{s I __7(s) < t} and A = sup a~(s)ds. (1.4) 
t_>z-l(to) _(t) = 
Note that, by assumption (1.2), A < +co. 
Concerning the special case of f (x)  = x, there are many papers on a condition A < 3/2 of 
global asymptotic stabihty for the zero solution of (1.1), for instance, [1-4] for m = 1 and [5] for 
distributed delays (see, also [6-9]). 
On the other hand, for the case of f (x)  = e x - 1, by Gopalsamy et al. [10], it was obtained 
a condition A = r(m + 1) _ log 2 of global asymptotic stability for the zero solution of (1.1), 
where each a~(t) is a constant rat with ~- -0  a~ = 1 and each T,(t) is a piecewise constant delay 
It - ,], 0 < z < m (of. [11]). Here, It] means the maximal integer not greater than t. By So et 
al. [12], this condition was improved to A = SUpn_> m fn+~ r(s) ds <_ 3/2 for variable coefficients 
at(t) = r(t)a~, 0 < z < m with y~',~m 0 at = 1 (see also [13-17] for a piecewise constant delay). 
Recently, for a nonautonomous Lotka-Volterra competition system with distributed delays but 
without instantaneous negative feedbacks, Tang et al. [18,19] established some 3/2-type criteria 
for global attractivity of the positive equilibrium of the system. 
In this paper, applying the similar techniques in [12] to the above separable nonlinear delay 
differential equation (1.1) with (1.2) and (1.3), we establish conditions of the global asymptotic 
stability for the zero solution (see Theorem 2.1). 
In particular cases (see, for example, a condition (2.10) in Lemma 2.4), applying the similar 
techniques in [18,19], we give more explicit conditions for a special wide class of f (x)  below (see 
Theorem 1.1), and the special case of f (x)  =- x (see, Theorem 2.2). For an application, we offer 
conditions of global asymptotic stability for solutions of nonautonomous logistic equations with 
delays (see, Theorem 2.3). 
As a wide class of f (x)  which satisfies (1.3),  we take 
f (x)  = e$: T(z) dz dy, (1.5) 
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where T(z) is continuous on ( -oo,  +c~). Then, f(0) = 0, if(t) = e f~ T(z) dz > 0 and if(0) = 1. 
In particular, corresponding a condition (2.10) in Lemma 2.4, we can take 
T(z) = { 3"1, Z ~_ O, (1.6) 
3'2, z _< O, 
where 3'i and 3'2 are constants uch that 
3'1 _< 3'2, and 3'~ + 3'~ > O, or 3'1 > 3'2 and 3'13'2 > O. (1.7) 
Then, for x > 0, we obtain that 
e 71z  - -  1 
; 3"1 , 3"1 # O, f(x) 
t x, 3"1 = O, 
] 
~ log(1 + 3'1x), 3'1 # O, 
and f-l(x) (1.8) I x, 3'1 = O, 
and for x < O, 
e "/2~ - -  1, 
= I - ~ 3"~ ~ o, f(x) 
t x, 3'2 = O, 
1 log( l+3'2x) ,  3 '2#0,  
and f - l (x )  = ~2 (1.9) 
x, 3'2 ~- O. 
In this case, we can see that if f(x) ~ x, that m, 3'~+V~ > 0, then l imz~-oo f(x) or l imz~+~ f(x) 
is finite. 
Note that, for the case f(x) ~ x defined by (1.7)-(1.9), we may restrict our attention to a 
special function f(x) = e ~ - 1 (see, Lemma 2.5). 
To the case that, we can choose this special wide class of f(x), we obtain our main result m 
this paper as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. In (1.1)-(1.5), assume that, f(x) ~ x is defined by (1.7)-(1.9). I f ) ,  _< A = 3/2, 
then the zero solution of (1.1)-(1.3), is globally asymptotically stable. 
Obtained results are some extensions of those of [2,3,5,12] to nonlinear delay differential equa- 
tions with several delays and variable coefficients. Applying these and techniques in [18,19], to 
obtain some improved 3/2-type criteria for global asymptotic stability for solutions of nonau- 
tonomous Lotka-Volterra systems with delays, is one of our future works. 
2. GLOBAL STABILITY FOR SEPARABLE NONLINEAR 
DELAY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section, we first consider global stability conditions for solutions of a separable nonlinear 
delay differential equation (1.1) with (1.2) and (1.3). 
Applying the techniques used in [12], we obtain the following lemmas and theorem (see, 
Lemma 2.1, 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 in [12]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y(t) be the solution of (1.1) with (1.2) and (1.3). If y(t) is eventually greater 
(respectively, less) than O, then y(t) is eventually decreasing, (respectiveIy, increasing), and 
limt--.o~ y(t) exists and it holds l imt-..~ y(t) = O. 
PROOF. Assume that y(t) is eventually greater than 0. Then, by (1.1), we have eventually 
m 
~'(t) < - Z a,(t)9,(O) = O, 
which imphes that y(t) is eventually decreasing, and so limt--.oo y(t) exists. Set 
a = lim y(t). 
t--~OO 
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Suppose a > 0 Then, there exists t-1 > to -t- q such that 
y(T~(t)) >_ a, 0<z<m,  for t > tl, 
since y(t) eventually decreases to a. Using this and (1.1), we have 
m 
dy(t____)) <_ _ E a~(t)g~(a), for t _> tl- 
i=0 
dt 
Integrating from tl to t, we have 
y(t) <-Y(tl)- Ea~(s)ds min g3(a), 
,=0 0_<j<m 
which implies, due to f~  y~m oa~(t) dt = +oe, 
lim y(t)= -c~. 
This contradicts a > 0. Hence, limt-.,~ y(t) = O. 
The case that y(t) is eventually less than 0, is similar, and hence the proof is complete. | 
LEMMA 2.2. Let I(x) ~ • and y(t) be the ~o~ution of (1.1) with (1.2) ~nd (L3) and put (L4) 
If y(t) is oscillatory about O, then y(t) is bounded above and below. 
PROOF. Let us consider the case that lim . . . .  f(x) = -~ > -c~. Then, by (1.1)-(1.3), 
m 
y'(t)<_~Ea~(t ), fort>to+q.  (2.1) 
~0 
First, we prove that y(t) is bounded above. Suppose limsupt._,~ y(t) = +c~. Then, by Lem- 
ma 2.1, y(t) is both unbounded and oscillatory, and hence, there exists a strictly monotone 
increasing sequence {tp}p=l such that tp _> to + q and 
Y@) = to<_t<_~,max y(t) > 0, y'(fp) >__ 0 and p-'~lim y(fp) = +oc. 
Then, 
m 
0 <_ y'(tp) = -Ea~(tp)g~(y(~-(tp))), 
$~O 
and so }-~m 0a,(tp)g,(y(r(tp))) < O. Thus, there exists ~p C [T(tp) ,  ~'p) such that y(~p) = 0 and 
y(t) > 0, for t e (~v, fv]" Integrating (2.1) from ~p to fp, we have 
f tp  m 
Y@) <-Z/  ~-~a~(t)dt<_flA. 
Consequently, limsupp__,o~y(~p) _ pX. This contradiction shows that y(t) is bounded above. 
Similar to the discussion above, we also see that 
y(t) <_ ~A, for t > to + q. 
Thus, by (1 1)-(1.3), we have 
Y'(t) >- - C=~oa~(t)) f(~), for t > to + 2q. 
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Next, we will show that y(t) is bounded below. Suppose that liminft-.~o y(t) = -co .  Since y(t) 
is oscillatory about 0, there exists a strictly monotone increasing sequence {tp}p°°= 1 such that 
tp > to + 3q and 
y(tp) = min y(t) < 0, y'(tp) < 0, and lim y(tp) = -oo. 
to <_t<t_p - -  p--*oo 
Then, 
m 
o >_ ~'(t_~) = - ~_, ~,(t_p)9,(y(~(t_p))), 
~0 
which shows that there exists ~]p E [Z(tv),tv) such that y(%) = 0 and y(t) < 0, for t E (Z/p, tp]. 
Integrate (2.2) from ~p to t v, we have 
) Y(tp) >-- -- Za* ( t )  dt f(/3A) > -Af(/3A). 
P z~O 
Consequently, liminft~oo y(t) >>_ -Af(/3A), which is a contradiction. Thus, y(t) is bounded below 
The case that l im~+oo f(x) < +co, is similar and its proof is omitted. Hence, the proof is 
complete. | 
REMARK 2.1. If f(x) ~ x, then by Lemma 2,2 we see that any solution y(t) of (1.1) which is 
oscillatory about 0, is bounded above and below. 
By Lemma 2.1, hereafter, we restrict our attention to the case that a solution y(t) of (1.1) 
considered, is oscillatory about 0. Then, by Lemma 2.2, y(t) of (1.1) is bounded above and 
below. 
For A, ~2, ~ > 0, we define that F(0, A) = G(0, A) = 0 and 0 < u < fi and 0 < v < ~, 
! 7o 
F(u, ,X) = u 
Au f - l (u)_  + _1 foS-l(~)f(x)dx, 
f - l (u )  




and for a constant A* > 0, 
--1 o 
- -  F - ) ,~ f (x )  dx, 
G(v, ~; ~*) = v 
Av A*v 1 0 - - - f J~*v  f (x )  dx, 
V 
A <A*, 
), > ),*. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The following lemma m a basic result in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.3. In (I.1)-(1.4), assume that f(x) ~ x. Consider any solution y(t) of (1.1) which is 
oscil latory about O. For x(t) = ] (y ( t ) ) ,  we choose ~, v, ~ and ~ by 
u = l imsupx(t)  < ~2 < +co and v = - l iminfx(t)  < ~ < +co, (2.4) 
t---}Oo t - - *  O<) 
and for a constant A* > 0 put (2.2) and (2.3). Then, for A > 0 defined by (1.4), it holds that for 
0 < u <fz andO < v < ~, 
< f(a(v,  ~; ~*)), v < - f ( -F (~,  ~)). (2.5) 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 2 1, it suffices to prove the case that a solution y(t) of (1.1), is 
oscillatory about 0. 
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Consider a solution y(t) which is oscillatory about 0 and for x(t) = f - l (y ( t ) )  put (2.4). For 
any ~ > 0, choose an integer T = T(¢) > to such that 
-v -z<x(~)  <u+e,  fo r t>T.  
Using (1.1)-(1.3), we have that for Vl = v + s > 0 and u~ = u + s > 0, 
' = y ' ( t )  <_ a (t v l ,  for t _> T, (2.6) 
and 
( f - l (x(t ) ) ) '  = y'(t) > - a~(t Ul, for t _> T. (2.7) 
Let {Tn}n~__l be an increasing sequence such that Tn > T + 2q, x'(Tn) >_ O, x(T~) > 0, 
limn--+~ x(Tn) = u, and iimn-_,~ T~ = +c~. Thus, by (1.1)-(1.3), we have 
- > O, 
~=0 
which implies that there exists ~ E [T_(T~), T~) such that y (~)  = 0 and y(t) > 0, for t E (~m Tn] 
Then, x (~)  = 0 and x(t) > 0, for t C (~,  Tn]. For T < t < ~,  by integrating (2.6) from t to ~,  
we get 
f - l (x ( t ) )  = y(t) >_ - a~(s) ds vl, for T < t < ~n. 
Hence, for t E [~, T=], by (1.2), z(t) _ r(Tn) < ~n and 
f - l (X(T~(t)))=y(%(t))>_--kJz(t)3=oaj(s)ds Vl, for 0 <~<m.  
Substituting this into (1.1), we have 
( f - l (x ( t ) ) ) '=  y'(t) << -Ea~(t ) f  - aj(s)ds vl , for t E [~,T~]. 
~=o (t) j=o 
Thus, for t E [~, Tn], 
( f - l (x ( t ) ) ) '=y ' ( t )<_min  a~(t) v l , -Ea~(t ) f  - Ea , (s )ds  Vl • 
~=0 ~=0 (t) 3=o / 
Then, for any hn E [~, T~], 
f - l (x (T~))  <_ f - l (z(~,~))+ a~(t)dt vl 
-- fhT~ Ea~(t ) f  (t)3~=oa'(s)ds vl dr, 
and 
~ a, (s) ds = a, (s) ds - a, (s) ds <_ A - a, (s) ds. 
_ ( t )  j=o  _ ( t )  3=o ~ = ~ 3=o 
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Therefore, we have that 
f - l (x(T,O) < Ea , ( t )d t  v , -  Ea , ( t ) f  - l -  a3(s)ds v, dt 
n z=O n z=O ~ 9=0 
= ~a~(t )  dt V l - - -  
,=o ~ J-(~-::: ~r:o a,(~)~)~, f (~)  d~. 
Since 
from (2.8), we obtain that 
a,(t) dt <_ a,(t) dt <_ A, 
= _(T~) z=O 
(ms) 
we put 
Then, we see that 
where 
Then, from 
Q(p) -pul  4- 1 :~ = - -  f (x )  dx. 
Ltl J(X--p)ul 
Qt(p) = --U 1 -[- f((A -- p)uJ  = O, 
0, ~ < f-l(~l--------~) 
Ul 
= f - l (u l )  f - l (u l )  
A , A~ 
0_ /~<A and Q(p)_<Q(:5), fo r0_<p_A,  
1 0 f - l (u l )  
Q(p) = 71 f~ f(x) dx, A < - -u l  
-Au l  + f - l (U l )  4- 1 Ul ff-1(u,)f(x)dx, A> f-1(Ul)ul 
f -~(~(Tn) )  <_ ~,(t) dt ~1 - - -  
o ,=0 v~ (~-S:~ m~=oO,(~)d¢)~ f (~)  d~. 
In particular, for A < A*, we put h,~ = ~.  Then, by (2.3), 
f - l (x(Tn))  <_ G(vl, A, A*), that is, x(Tn) < f(G(Vl, A; A*)). 
On the other hand, for A _> A*, since 0 < A - A* < A, we take ~n as A - A* = f~h~ ,m ° a,(t) dt, 
then by (2.3), 
f - l (x(Tn))  <_ G(Vl, A; A*). 
Thus, for A >_ A*, 
x(Tn) ~ I(G(Vl, ~; )~*)), 
Then, letting n -~ (x~ and s ~ +0, we obtain the first part of (2.5). Similarly, for the increasing 
sequence {S~}~_1 such that S~ > T + 2q, x'(Sn) < O, x(S~) < 0, limn__.~ x(S~) = -v  and 
lim,~_~o~ S~ = +~,  there exists a r/n E [y_(Sn), S~) such that y(r/n) = 0 and y(t) < 0 for t E 
(~ln, Sn], and for T < t < r/n, by integrating (2.7) from t to ~/~, we obtain that 
1: 
f - l (x(S~))  >_ - a~(t)dt Ul + - -  f (x)dx. 
o ,=o u l  x - I : :  E :o  a,(t) d t )~ 
Now, for A > 0, consider the following function Q(p) ofp  
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Hence, we have 
Thus, for A > 0, 
f -~(x(S~))  
> 
>_ -F (u l ,  A), that is, x(S~) > f ( -F (u l ,  A)), 
and we obtain the second part of (2.5). This completes the proof. | 
By Lemma 2.3, we obtain a general result in this paper as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. In (1.1)-(1.4), assume that, f (x )  ~ x. Suppose that, there are constants A* and 
> 0 such that for (2.2)-(2.5), system ofinequalities 
u <_ f(G(v,A;A*)) ,  v <_ - f ( -F (u ,A) ) ,  (2.9) 
has no solution for 0 < u < ~ and 0 < v < ~. Then, for A < A, the zero solution of (1.1)-(1.3), is 
globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can easily prove the uniform stability of the zero 
solution for (1.1). Therefore, it suffices to prove that for A ~ A, (2.9) implies u = v = 0. 
Suppose that u, v > 0 Then, from (2.5), we have that for A <: A, 
u _< f(V(v, A; A*)) < f (e (v ,  A; A*)), 
v _< - f ( -F (u ,  A)) _< - f ( -F (u ,  A)). 
Thus, by assumptions, we have that u = 0 or v = 0, each of which implies u = v = 0 by 
assumption (2.5). Hence, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. | 
For the zero solution of (1.1) with (1.2) and (1.3), by Theorem 2.1, we provide globally asymp- 
totically stable condition that (2.9) implies u = v = 0 which is able to investigate by computa- 
tions. 
Now, for a selection of f (x )  in (1.3), we give a useful lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that for g~(x), 1 < ~ < n in (1.1), there is a constant "~ such that 
g,(x) = O(e~), 1 < i < n, as x --* +oo, if  lim g~(x), 1 < z < n, is finite, (2.10a) 
or  
g,(x) = O(e~), l < z < n, as x ~ -c~,  if lim g,(x), l < i < n, is finite, (2.10b) 
Then, there is a strictly monotone increasing [unction f (x )  on ( -c~, ÷co) such that (1.3) hoIds 
and there are constant 71 and 72 such that (1.7)-(1.9) holds. 
PROOF. By assumptions (1.3) and (2.10), we can easily prove the existence of such constants 71 
and 72 of (1.7)-(1.9). | 
By Lemma 2.4, if (2.10) holds, then we may restrict a selection of f ( t )  in (1.3) to a special 
wide function class (1.7)-(1.9). 
Moreover, we can easily obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2 5. In (1 1)-(1.4), assume that f (x )  ~ x is defined by (1.7)-(1.9). Put 
71y(t), y(t) >_ O, (2.11) 
= 72v(t),  y(t)  < 0. 
Then, (1.1) becomes 
m 
d~l(t) _ ~a,(t).~,(~(~-,(t))), t > to, 
dt - 
i=O 
{ 71¢(t), t < to, 
(2.12) 
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where t:or f(x) = e z - 1, 
0 < 9~(z)~ _< 1, x # 0, 0 <~ < m. (2.13) 
f(~) 
PROOF of Theorem 1.1. By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5, it is sufficient o prove the special case 
f(x) = e ~-1  in (1.1)-(1.3) and the case that solution y(t) of (1.1) is oscillatory about 0. Then, by 
Lemma 2.3, we have (2.5). For f(x) = e ~ - 1, we may take V -- 1 in (2.7) and put A* -- 1 + (v/2) 
in (2.5)-(2.6) and ~ = 3/2. Since for 0 < v < 1, 
J~ -1{  1 A2v /~3v2 )~4v3 
1 0 (e -~'4-Av)} < 2! 3[ 4- 4[ - -  (e  ~ - 1)  dx . . . . .  
V ~v V 
we have that 
{ A2v Aav 2 A4v 3 v 
v 2[ 3!' ~ 4~'  A<I+~,  
G(v 'A ; Iq -3 )< (A-(I+2))vq-[ ÷3) ~- ( I+2)  ~. v+[ +~) -~[' A>I+~ G(v'A;Iq-3)< C1 V \  2 "U y 3 V 2 "1 v ,  4 v 3 _ v 
Then, fo r0<v<l  andX<l+v/2 ,  
( v) 
G v ,A ; l+  3 < ( . l+v+ -~- 1+-~v+---£-+ T 
( 32 v3 v4) ~3 
+ 1+2~+g~ +T+~ ~ 
~_ _ _ ~+~-  h7+~+3-~ <, - -  
V 2 
6 '  
and fo r0<v<l  and l+(v /2)_<A<3/2 ,  
( V )}vq_( l÷v+~)v(  3 3v 2 ~)v  2 
G v ,A ; I+2)  <{A- ( l+2 2 -  l+ iv+- -~-+ y 
( + 1+2v+ v2+-~-+T~ ~-~ 
( 1 )  v 2 (v  3 v 4 (v  5 v 6 vT)}  v 2 
= ~-  v -T -  ~+~-  ~+~+~-87 <~-T"  
Thus, for 0 < v < 1 and A < 3/2, we have 
< V - -  -~- .  (2.14) 
Therefore, by (1.8) and (2.4), 
f - l (u )= log( l+u)<v<l  and u<e- l<2.  (2.15) 
So, by (2.4), we may take fi = 2. Similarly, for 0 < u < fi, we obtain that 
f-l(~) _ 1 log(1 +u) < 1, 
U U 
and by (2.2), 
1 1 - - log(l + u), 
F(u, ),) = u 
Au - ( l + U l°g(l + u) - l )  
A < 1_. log(1 + u), 
U 
), >_ ! log(1 + ~). 
U 
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Then, for 0 < u < fi and A < ( I /u)1og(l  + u), 
. . . . .  U 2 F(v,A) < 2 3 + 'T  =u+-6  - <u+-~.  
Now, consider the case that 0 < u < fi and ( l /u)  log(1 + u) < A < 3/2. Since for 
u + u2/2 -- U3/6 
h(u) = log(1 + u) - 1 + u ' 
1 (1 + u) (1 + u - u2/2) - (u + u2/2 - u3/6) 
h'(~) - 1 + ~ (1 + ~)~ 
(1 + u) - (1 + u - u3/3) u 3 
= (1 + ~)2 - 3(1 + ~)2 > o, 
we have that 
h(~) > h(0) = 0, 
and hence for 0 < u < ~, 
u + u2/2 - u3/6 
log(1 + u) > 
l+u 
Thus, for 0 < u < fi and ( l /u) log(1 + u) < A < 3/2, 
F(~,~)< ~-  u+-6-_<~+ T .  
Hence, for 0 < u < ~ and A _< 3/2, we have 
U2 
F(u, A) < u + -~. (2.16) 
Suppose that, for A <_ 3/2, 0 < u _< v < 1. Then, for w = u + (u2/6), by (2.16), F(u, A) < w and 
u < w = (1 + (u/6))u < (7u)/6. Then, by (2.8), for 0 < v < 1 and 0 < u < fi, 
v < - f ( -w)  < w - -~. + ~ < u+ - -~- + ~ < u -  --6-(2- (7/6)3u) < u, 
which is a contradiction. Hence, we have v < u. As a result, for 0 < u < ~ and 0 < v < 1, we 
obtain the following system of inequalities 
 < lvl 
Now, for 0 < v < 1, consider the following 
v = Y(v) ,  
Then, for u = P(v), we have that 
H'(v) = Q'(u)P'(v) = -exp  ( -  (u  
(1 + u/3) (1 - v/3) 
exp {(u + u~/6) - (v - vV6)}  
1 + (1/3)(u - v) - uv/9 
< 
1 + (u -  v) ÷ (u 2 + v2)/6 
Since 
and 
equation of v 
H(v) = Q(P(v)). 
l + ( u - v ) + ~  - l+g(u -  - -- -----3-'-- + 6 - -~->0. 
Thus, H'(u) < 1. H(0) : 0 and H'(v) < 1 imply that system (2.17) and hence (2.9) of inequalities 
has no solution for 0 < u < ~2 and 0 < v < ~. 
Hence by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5, we  obtain the conclusions of Theorem I.i | 
(2.17) 
U 2 ..~ L~ 2 
l+(~-v)+- -  T -  >0, 
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COROLLARY 2 .1 .  (C[. [12] ) In case o f f ( z )  = e x - 1, the zero  so lu t ion  of (1.1)-(I.3), i s  globally 
asymptotically stable for X _< 3/2 
For the special case of f(x) - x, it can be considered a particular case that 71 = 0 and 
3'2 -+ +0 in (1.7) or 7~ ~ -0  and 72 = 0 in (1.8) but the proof is a little different, because f(x) 
is unbounded above and below, that is, lim~_-,_oo f(x) = -co  and limx~+oo f(x) = +ec. Similar 
to the proof of Lemma 2.3, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that, m (1.1)-(1.4), and f(x) =- x. Then, the solution y(t) of (1.i)- 
(1 3), is bounded above and below for A < 3/2, and the zero solution of (1.1)-(1.3) is globally 
asymptotlcally stable for A < 3/2. 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 2.1, it suffices to prove that for a solution y(t) which is oscillatory 
about 0, y(t) is bounded above and below if A <_ 3/2, and the zero solution is uniformly stable 
and l imt -~ y(t) = 0 holds if A < 3/2. 
Consider a solution y(t) which is oscillatory about 0. Put 
e(t )  : sup ~( t )  <__ t. 
O<~<m 
By assumptions, there are increasing sequences {Tn}n~=l such that 




0 < y'(T~) = -Ea~(T~)g~(y(7,(T~))), 
there exists ~n e [z(Tn), Tn) such that y (~)  = 0 and y(t) > 0, for t E (~,~, T~]. Let S~ be a point 
such that z2(Tn) ~ Sn <_ ~(T,), y'(Sn) <_ 0 and y(Sn) <_ y(t) for T_2(Tn) _< t <__ f(Tn) 
0 >_ y'(S~) = - ~ a~(S~)g~(y(T,(S~))), 
~0 
implies that there exists an ~ e [E(S~), S~) such that y(r]n) = 0 and y(t) < 0 for t E (~,  Sn]. 
Since for vl = - minz2(r~)<_t<e(T~) y(t = -y (  Sn) > O, 
y'(t) <_ a~(t vl, for _r(T,d __ t _< ~,  
by integrating the above equation from t to ~n, we get 
y(t) >_ - -  a~(s) ds vl, for Z(Tn) <_ t < ~.  
Hence, 
y(~-~(t)) _> - ~ ~(s) ~ 
(t) ~=o 
Substituting this into (1.1), we have 
Vl ,  fo rO<z <m.  
V(t) <_ Za~(t) ~,(~)es 
~=o (t) 3= 0 
Vl, for t ~ [~n, T~]. 
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Thus, for t ~ [~, T~], 
y'(t)_<min a,(t) vl, a,(t) %(s)ds vl . 
,=0  (t) 3=0 
Then, for any h. E [~n, T.], 
y(T~) <_ y((~) + a,(t)dt vl + a,(t) %(s)ds 
'~ ~=0 '~ (t) 3= 0 / 
and 
V 1 } dr, 
a,(s)ds = a j (s )ds -  a,(s)ds < A-  %(s) ds. 
_(03=o _(0 = ~3=o ~ = 
Therefore, we have that 
n ~,=0 
a,(t)dt v l+ Ea , ( t )  A -  Ea , ( s )ds  vldt 
1 f-(x-f[~:oa,(t)dt)v~ 
a~(t) dt v l - - -  xdx 
a,(t) dt vl - - -  x dx. 
vl ~'-/22 E;=o ~.(0 ~t).~ 
Now, consider the following function Q(p; Vl, A) of p 
12 - - -  x dx. Q (p; vl , A) = pvl vl ( ~-p).l 
Then, from 
we put 
Q'(p; Vl, A) = ~1 - (A - p)v~, 
/3={0, A<I, 
A- l ,  A>I. 
Then, we have that 0 __/3 < A and Q(p; Vl, A) ~> Q(p; Vl, A), for 0 __< p _< A, where 
~-vl, A < 1, 
#(/3; vl, A) = 
(A -~)v l ,  A>I .  
Hence, we have 
y(T~) <_ Q(!3;vl,A) <_max(1 ,A -1)  (-y(Sn)). 
Similarly, we obtain that y(S~) >_ - max(l/2, A - 1/2)y(2~n), where to _< 2~ < ~(S,~), y'(T~) > 0 
and y(2~) >_ y(t), for to _< T_2(S~) _< t < "~(S~). Thus, we have that for Ul = maxz2(s.)<t<~(s~ ) 
y(t) = y(¢~) > o, 
-~-ul, A < 1, 
-y(Sn)<_ (A_2)  Ul, A_>I ' 
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Hence, y(T~) <_ {max(I/2, A - 1/2)}2y(T~). These imply that for A < 3/2, y(t) is bounded above 
and below, and for A < 3/2, the zero solution of (1.1)-(1.3) is globally asymptotically stable. 
Hence, the proof is complete. | 
Now, consider the following nonautonomous logistic equation with delays 
dz( t ) - z ( t ){c ( t ) - f ib , ( t ) z ( 'q ( t ) )}  
z ( t )  = 
t > to, 
t < to, 
(2.18) 
where we assume 
c(t), b,(t) is continuous and bounded on [to, +a~), 
c(t) > O, b,(t) >_ O, b,(t) > O, b,(t) dt  = +~,  
*=0 to z=O 
T~(t) is piecewise continuous on [to, +~)  and 
rdt) <_ t, f(t) = max T,(t), t >_ to, 
O<~<m 
v_(t) ---- min "r~(t) is a monotone increasing function on [to,-I-oo), 
O<~<m 
sup{t - r,(t)} _< q < +c~, 0 < i < m, 
t>_to 
~(t) is nonnegative, continuous and bounded on [to - q, to] and ~(to) > O. 
(2.19) 
LEMMA 2.6. For (2.18), assume (2.19). 
and 
where 
Then, any solutions z(t) of (2 18), are bounded above 
lira sup z(t) < 5, 
t---~ cx3 
5= sup c(t) and 2= Sexp ( sup fry e(s)ds) . (2.20) 
t->z-~(to) f i  b~(t) \t>z-l(to) _(t) 
~=0 
PROOF. If for some t >_ {o, z'(t) > O, then there exists a nonnegative integer it such that 
0 < ~t _< m and z(% (t)) < 5. Because, if 
min Z(r,(t)) > 5, 
0<z<m 
then, 
c(t)-~-~b~(t)z(r~(t)) <c(t ) -  b,(t) ominz(Tdt)) <0,  
z=0 
which implies z'(t) < 0, by equation (2.18). Therefore, by equation (2 18), 
) z(t) < z(q,(t)) exp c(s) ds <_ 5. 
ZTt(t) 
Thus, if z(t) > 5 for some t > to, then we have 
z'(t) < 0. 
Now, let us consider the case that z(t) is eventually decreasing and bounded below by 2. Then, 
l imt -~ z(t) exists. Set ~ = l imt -~ z(t) - 2 >_ to. We will show that ~ = 0. Indeed, suppose 
fl > 0. Let take any positive constant r/. Then, there exists {0 _> to such that 
#_< z(s) -~ <#+~,  for s_> f0, 
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since z(t) - ~ eventually decreases to/3. Thus, we have 
Therefore, we have 
z(t) ~ Z(tl) exp - f l  E b,(s) ds , 
1 z=O 
which in turn implies, due to f~  ~-~.,~=ob,(s)ds = +c~, hmt-~oou(t) 
z(t) _> ~ +/3 > 0. Thus, limt--.oo z(t) = ~. Hence, we have 
for t_> tl -- to +q.  
= 0. This contradicts 
l imsupz(t)  < ~. | 
t - -+Oo 
THEOREM 2.3. For (2.18), assume (2.19) and put (2.20). Then, if for a solution w(t) of (2.18), 
sup Eb,(s)w(%(s))ds <_ ~, (2.21) 
t> ' r - l ( to )  J r ( t )  ~=0 
then solutions of (2.18) are globally asymptotically stable, that is, any solution z(t) of (2.18), 
satisfy the condition 
lim (z(t) - w(t)) = 0. (2.22) 
t ----* OO 
In partwular, if there exist constants a~, 0 < ~ < m such that 
b,(t) = c(t)al, 0 <z  < m, (2.23) 
and 
[ 3 sup e(~) d~ < p (2.24) 
t_>z-~(t0) _(t) 
then, the positive equilibrium z* = 1/(~-~m=0 a~) of (2.18), is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. For any solutions z(t) of (2.18), put 
Then, 
x(t)  = log \w( t )  ]" 
dx(t) z'(t) w'(t) m 
d--7- - z(t)  w( t~ - ~b ' ( t ) ( z (~ ' ( t ) )  - ~(~,( t ) ) )  
z=O m ) m 
= -~,b~(t)w(r~(t)) (z(r,(t)) 1 = -~,b , ( t ) (e  ~('.(t)) - 1), 
\w(-~,(t))  
z=O z-~O 
where b,(t), 0 < i < m are defined by 
~,,(t) = b4t )~( , -4 t ) ) ,  o < i < m.  
Thus, by Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.6, we obtain that for (2.21), it holds (2.22). In particular 
case (2.23), put 
~(t) = z*. 
Then, by (2.23), (2.21) becomes (2.24). Thus, we have that the positive equilibrium z* is globally 
asymptotically stable. | 
Theorem 2.3 is an extension of results in [12] to nonautonomous case (2.18). 
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